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Mobile Legends is arguably one of the most popular mobile games currently being played. (https://www.globe.com.ph/go/technology/article/mobile-legends-update-html, 2017)

It is ubiquitous that anyone, who has cellular phone when ask about it, can recognize the game. Even as young as a first grader up to our grannies and gramps know how to play the game. It has become more famous when Mobile Legends was included as an e-sport in the recent concluded Sea Games which was hosted by the Philippines and has earned more brilliant colors when the players of our country won the gold medal.

Playing Mobile Legends is fun and can be regarded as a nice leisure activity except when it badly affects our lives. It was quite saddening that the said mobile game has taken over the lives of its players. One can hear stories of parents who have experience problems of disobedience and laziness of their children in their homes. Others can watch news about employers of offices with issues of unproductive employees because of playing Mobile Legends.

In the field of education, the popular game in cellular phones has also brought its negative impact. The game becomes a distraction to the schooling of the students. Consequently, they get poor grades because of lack of concentration. This also develops behavior-related problems among them like trash talking which uses profane languages. Moreover, it causes some health issues like blurring of vision, headache and even digestive problems caused by skipping of meals.
Mobile Legends as a recreational activity can be both beneficial and a destructive as the same time. It just depends on how much a person prioritizes playing the game over other tasks. In the situation of the students, their parents or the elders should serve as guides for them who will set the limitations.
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